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Abstract
In recent work on Einstein gravity in four dimensions using the Ashtekar
variables, non-local loop variables have played an important role in attempts
to formulate a quantum theory. The introduction of such variables is guided
by gauge invariance, and here an infinite set of loop variables is introduced
for the Hamiltonian form of the Einstein-Maxwell theory. The loops that
enter the description naturally are the (source free) electric field lines. These
variables are invariant under spatial diffeomorphisms and they also form a
closed Poisson algebra. As such they may be useful for quantization attempts
and for studying classical solutions.
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The canonical approach to quantum gravity in four dimensions has received much atten-
tion in recent years due to the introduction by Ashtekar of new Hamiltonian variables for
general relativity [1]. These phase space variables, an electric field and vector potential, are
similar to those for SO(3) Yang-Mills theory, and so allow the introduction of holonomies
or Wilson loops as natural variables on the phase space.
Classical phase space variables based on loops have been of substantial use in canoni-
cal quantum gravity. Rovelli and Smolin introduced an infinite set of gauge invariant loop
variables on the Ashtekar phase space which are made from holonomies of the vector poten-
tial traced together with the conjugate electric field. These variables form a closed Poisson
algebra, and a representation of this algebra on functions of loops has been used to study
the quantum theory [2]. The Hamiltonian and spatial diffeomorphism constraints of general
relativity may be written as operators on this loop space [2,3]. The main result of this work
is that there are an infinite set of solutions of the Dirac quantization conditions in the loop
representation, and the physical states so obtained are labelled by knot invariants [2]. This
labelling arises essentially because the diffeomorphism invariant information in a loop is its
knot class.
Many open problems remain in this approach, and among them is the question of what
classical variables are to be represented as Hermitian operators on the space of physical
states. The natural answer to this is that the variables should be invariant under all the
gauge symmetries of the theory. However requiring this for general relativity amounts to
finding constants of the motion, since the Hamiltonian constraint generates both gauge
and dynamics. In particular, a complete set of fully gauge invariant variables amounts
to complete integrability of the full Einstein equations. More practical may be a weaker
condition, namely requiring gauge invariance under only the kinematical gauge symmetries
- spatial diffeomorphisms and Yang-Mills symmetries. The classical and quantum evolution
of these variables via the Hamiltonian constraint can then be studied.
The Rovelli-Smolin loop variables mentioned above are not invariant under spatial dif-
feomorphisms. In pure gravity it isn’t possible to construct loop variables that are spatially
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diffeomorphism invariant, essentially because loops are external to the phase space, and
phase space functionals that depend on external variables cannot be made diffeomorphism
invariant. On the other hand loop variables seem essential to constructing a loop represen-
tation, and it is only in this representation that a large number of solutions of the Dirac
quantization conditions have been obtained. It is therefore natural to ask if there is a way of
obtaining diffeomorphism invariant loop observables when there is coupling to matter fields.
This is important also from the point of view of incorporating matter into the loop space
formalism, and the idea presented below may provide a way of doing this.
In this letter the question of gauge invariant variables is discussed when there is coupling
of Einstein gravity to the Maxwell field. First the Einstein-Maxwell Hamiltonian system is
given in the Ashtekar variables and the Maxwell Gauss law is solved classically to obtain a
partially reduced system. Phase space loop variables that are invariant under the gravity
Gauss law and spatial diffeomorphism constraints are then presented. This is the main result
of the paper. This is followed by a discussion of the possible uses of these variables.
The phase space variables for the Einstein-Maxwell system may be taken as the Ashtekar
variables (Aia, E
ai) for the gravitational field, and the pairs (aa, e
a) for the Maxwell field.
a, b, c... are spatial indices and i, j, ... are the internal SO(3) indices. The phase space con-
straints reflecting the symmetries are
∂ae
a = 0, (1)
DaE
ai = 0, (2)
F iabE
bi + fabe
b = 0, (3)
ǫijkF kabE
aiEbj + (detE)−2EaiEciEbjEdj(eabecd + fabfcd) = 0. (4)
where Da is the covariant derivative of A
i
a and F
i
ab is its curvature, detE is the determinant
of the inverse of Eai, eab = ǫabce
c, and fab = ∂[aab]. The first two constraints are the Maxwell
and gravity Gauss law constraints, the third is the spatial diffeomorphism constraint, and
the last is the Hamiltonian constraint. The total Hamiltonian H is a linear combination of
these constraints and the phase space variables evolve via the Hamilton equations.
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Starting with this constrained system, the goal is to first extract at the classical level the
two local unconstrained degrees of freedom of the Maxwell field, and then eliminate (aa, e
a)
in favor of these in the constraints. This partially reduced system of constraints will then
be used as the starting point for finding the gauge invariant observables.
The reduction may be done by finding a solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation as-
sociated with the Maxwell Gauss law constraint [4], which is obtained by the replacement
ea → δS/δaa in (1). The solution must have two integration variables un (n = 1, 2) corre-
sponding to the two degrees of freedom. A solution is
S[a; u1, u2] =
∫
d3x ǫabcaa∂bu1∂cu2 (5)
The electric field ea is then given by
ea =
δS
δaa
= ǫabc∂bu1∂cu2, (6)
which solves the Maxwell Gauss law. The momenta conjugate to the reduced variables un
are given in the usual way from the Hamilton-Jacobi functional:
pu1 =
δS
δu1
=
1
2
ǫabcfab∂cu2 (7)
pu2 =
δS
δu2
= −
1
2
ǫabcfab∂cu1 (8)
These relations may be used to eliminate the six local (aa, e
a) variables for the four
reduced ones (un, pun) in the constraints (3) and (4). This gives the reduced system. In
particular the diffeomorphism constraint (3) reduces to
Ca ≡ F
i
abE
bi + pun∂aun = 0 (9)
The aim now is to find a set of observables T that are invariant under the transformations
generated by the gravity Gauss law (2) and the reduced spatial diffeomorphism constraints
(9). By definition, the T must have weakly vanishing Poisson brackets with these kinematical
constraints.
The configurations of the Maxwell fields u1 = c1 and u2 = c2 for constants c1, c2 define
two surfaces, and their intersection gives a loop. Since ea = ǫabc∂bu1∂cu2, the electric field
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lines are in fact parallel to these loops. The idea now is to define the gravity loop observ-
ables based on these electric field loops γ[un](c1, c2) rather than auxiliary loops. Such a
construction will, if done properly, make all the gravity loop variables [2] invariant under
spatial diffeomorphisms as well.
The first loop observable is the trace of the holonomy, and with the loops chosen as above
it becomes diffeomorphism invariant:
T 0[A, un](c1, c2) = TrU ≡ TrPexp
∫
γ[un]
dxaAa (10)
The next two observables have one and two insertions of the triad Eai in the holonomies
and are defined by
T 1[A,E, un](c1, c2) =
∫
γ[un]
ds wa(s)Tr[E
a(γ(s))Uγ(s, s)] (11)
T 2[A,E, un](c1, c2) =
∫
γ[un]
ds
∫
γ[un]
dt wa(s)wb(t)
×Tr[Ea(γ(s))Uγ(s, t)E
b(γ(t))Uγ(t, s)], (12)
where the 1-form density
wa ≡ ǫabcγ˙
b δγ
c
δu1
. (13)
γ˙a = dxa/ds is the tangent vector to the loop, s is a parameter along the loop, and U(s, t)
is the holonomy between the parameter values s, t. In (13), u1 may be replaced by u2 to
give distinct observables. For comparison, the traces in the integrands of (11) and (12) are
the first two Rovelli-Smolin loop variables [2].
The generalizations TN of these for N triad insertions are obtained in a similar way.
These observables are functionals of Aia, E
ai, un, and functions of the two parameters c1, c2,
and are independent of the momenta pun conjugate to the un. The Poisson brackets
{TM , TN} are therefore determined solely by the gravitational variables, and are non-zero
for any two TN only if the corresponding loops intersect. More generally, the loops may
be determined by f(u1, u2) = c1 and g(u1, u2) = c2 for arbitrary functions f, g. So given a
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configuration of the phase space variables and two arbitrary functions f, g, the loop variables
will in general not commute and the Poisson algebra will be of the form
{TM , TN} ∼ TM+N−1 (14)
This is of the same form as that of the gravity loop variables with auxiliary loops [2].
Since the TN described above do not depend on all the phase space variables, they
cannot form a complete set of observables. Observables depending on the momenta are
Pn =
∫
d3x pun but with these, the Poisson algebra no longer retains the nice form (14). An
infinite number of new observables are generated from the TN by Poisson brackets with Pn,
since these act to shift the loops and introduce additional derivatives on the 1-form densities
wa. The algebra can of course be completed by exhausting all possible Poisson brackets.
For the quantum theory, the Dirac quantization conditions in the configuration represen-
tation are obtained by the replacements Eai → δ/δAia and pun → δ/δun in the constraints.
Then the wavefunctional
Ψ[A, f(u1, u2), g(u1, u2)](c1, c2) = TrPexp
∫
γ[f,g]
dxa Aa (15)
solves the diffeomorphism and Gauss law conditions. This solution is parametrized by two
arbitrary functions f and g, and the constants c1, c2. Furthermore it is also annihilated by
the gravitational part of the Hamiltonian constraint. The full action of the Hamiltonian
constraint (4) is complicated by the determinant terms in the Maxwell part. This latter
term is in fact non-local when the inversions of (7) and (8) are substituted in (4).
For the quantum theory in the loop representation, the TN , together with all the ob-
servables required to complete them, provide a natural set of observables to represent as
operators on the solution space of the constraints. These must commute with the diffeo-
morphism operator and have the appropriate evolution with respect to the Hamiltonian
constraint operator.
The basic idea that is utilized above to construct diffeomorphism invariant observables
is the use of matter fields to define loops. This is related to the general idea of using
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matter reference systems for gravitational variables, and it has a long history. It is discussed
for a point particle by DeWitt [5], and more recent discussions in related contexts have
been by Rovelli [6], and by Kuchar and Torre [7]. The latter have used particular types
of matter which is defined by certain coordinate conditions. Their approach fixes all the
coordinates by reference to matter fields, whereas here only the loops have been fixed by
matter configurations. A similar approach to loop variables for couplings to scalar fields has
also been discussed by the author [8]. In the context of the Ashtekar variables, matter fields
have been used to construct surface observables using scalar fields [9], and antisymmetric
tensor fields [10]. These surface observables are well defined in terms of loop observables,
and they exibit a discrete spectrum in the loop representation, with the areas quantized in
units of the Planck area [11].
In summary, an infinite set of diffeomorphism invariant loop observables
for the Einstein-Maxwell system have been described. The construction used
electric field lines as the reference systems for the gravitational loop
variables. It is clearly possible
to construct loop observables of this kind using any
matter fields.
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